Zoom settings cheat sheet for UX research
This is a suggestion for the settings in Zoom to conduct UX Research. You can edit these settings in your browser at
zoom.us/profile/setting. If your Zoom account is managed by your organization you may need to ask your admin for permission
to change certain settings.

Personal Settings → Meeting
Setting

Description

Waiting Room

This ensures participants can’t enter the meeting before the host.

Waiting Room Options

Let stakeholders from your organization bypass the waiting room

Recommendation

Optional

by entering your domain ending (e.g. “condens.io”)
Meeting Passcode

Passcode protection for you meeting.

Embed passcode in invite

Allows participants to join with just one click.

link
Participants video

If observers join the session with video it can be distracting for
participants so we prefer to turn it off.

Audio Type

Unless you explicitly want to allow telephone dial-in (which might

Computer Audio

incur fees for participants), stick to computer audio.
Allow participants to join

If waiting room is enabled this only has an effect on participants

before host

who can bypass it.

Mute all participants when

If observers join the session with audio this can be distracting for

they join a meeting

participants so we prefer to mute everyone upon joining.

Chat

Chat is useful during setup before audio is connected or to send
links to prototypes.

Sound notification when

We recommend to turn this off to avoid distractions of the

someone joins or leaves

participant.

File

This might be useful when sending static prototypes to the

transfer

participant.
Feedback

to Zoom

Not

a big deal, but one less thing to think about for the participant

when turned off.
Display end-of-meeting

Same as above.

experience feedback survey
Co-host

Might be good for someone who supports the facilitator e.g with
admitting people from the waiting room or starting/pausing the
recording.

Screen sharing

That’s definitely required for conducting a test on your or the
participant’s screen.

Disclaimer : Condens does not take any responsibility for these setting suggestions. Make sure to talk to your trusted legal and data
security experts to verify you can use the settings as suggested.


Optional

Zoom settings cheat sheet for UX research (II)

Personal Settings → Meeting
Setting

Description

Recommendation

Who can share?

We recommend to give all participants permission to share by

All Participants

default. Otherwise you have to manually allow this during the call.

Annotation

This is useful to clarify what one talks about on a shared screen.

Whiteboard

Sometimes you or the participant might want to visualize
something and the whiteboard helps with that.

Remote control

That might be useful to help a participant out during a test or let a
participant conduct a test on your screen.

In combination with the live transcription this is a nice

Closed captioning

Optional

accessibility feature showing the spoken words as text on the
screen. You can also download the captions to use for analysis
later if you enable Save Captions.

Virtual background

With many research participants joining sessions from home
virtual backgrounds can help to protect personal information.

Show a “Join from browser”

Good alternative for people how can’t download or run the Zoom

link


app.

Optional

However, be aware that functionality is limited when joining

from a browser

(read more here).


Allow live streaming of

Lets stakeholders observe the session without being in the

meetings

meeting directly

Optional

- so less distraction for the research participant.

Make sure to check the technical and legal requirements to use
this in your organization.

Personal Settings →

Recordings
Recommendation

Setting

Description

Local recording

We definitely recommend to record sessions if the participant has
provided consent.

Cloud recording

This option is only available for paid plans.

From a privacy and

security perspective this might be the better option compared to
storing recordings locally on your computer.

Automatic recording

The advantage of this option is that you don’t have to remember
to manually start the recording in the meeting.

However, make

sure to only use it if the participant has provided consent before
the session started.

Disclaimer : Condens does not take any responsibility for these setting suggestions.
security experts to verify you can use the settings as suggested.


Make sure to talk to your trusted legal and data

Optional

